
          GLENSOUND CONSOLE BBC Early 70’s 
The first desk from the earliest era seems to be a custom job similar to the 

ones used throughout the BBC at that time, possibly Glensound like this one, 
but they referred to it as the 'Glowpot'. Here is the caption text from the 

gallery website: Delia Derbyshire at the controls of the desk in Room 12. The 

rotary control to the extreme bottom right is a 'Glowpot' gain control. The 

quadrant faders shown here were replaced by carbon sliders by the 

mid-seventies. Note the metal gangers for linking the faders. To the right are 

preset level controls, echo select, echo mixture and group switches. To the 

left are four PEUs. In the centre are remote start facilities (not used later 

on), cue light, talkback and line-up tone keys, as well as a standard mono 

Peak Programme Meter (PPM) 

 
 

 

 

They later [during the early 70s] definitely moved over to a Glensound desk, 

shown above. From the gallery caption: Paddy Kingsland in Room 14, then 
equipped with the old Glensound mixer. The box to the right of the controls is 

a Programme Effects Unit (PEU), whilst an EMT echo plate control unit resides 

on top of the mixer 

http://balanceweblog.blogspot.com/2010/10/bbc-radiophonic-workshop-desks.html#more 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_EeBYeOtIMV4/TAEJ30s_L_I/AAAAAAAAAqY/r-n9c07hUyY/s1600/glensound.jpg
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Glensound History 

 

1966 Len Davis invents the world’s first telephone balancing unit for use on BBC Radio’s first phone in programme ‘It’s Your 

Line’. 

1966 Len Davis leaves BBC designs department to concentrate on public address designs and equipment manufacture. Company 

called Glen Sound Services. 

1967 Design of audio mixers for use in schools. 

1969 First Glensound design for the BBC – a distribution amplifier for Prince Charles’ investiture. 

1971 First unitised desks designed and manufactured for the BBC. 

1973 MX6 range of mixers first designed and manufactured for BBC. 

1974 DK2/21 popular monitoring & output unit made for BBC. 

1977 MICR (Mobile International Control Room) specialist commentators’ equipment built for BBC. 

1978 Glen Sound Services becomes Glensound Electronics Ltd. 

1980 Worlds first assignable mixer designed & manufactured for BBC Outside Broadcast. 

1983 BBC mobile studios designed & installed. 

1984 Coaxial Commentators equipment designed for BBC for use at Commonwealth Games in Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1986. 

Etc,etc ……...until now THE HOUSE OF PARLIAMENT in LONDON UK still using GLENSOUND System 

 



 

Reviews By USERS          GLENSOUND GSNT1 MIXER 

 

 

 

“All i can say: having worked on Harrisons, Neve 8068 and 5088 and api 2448 
extensively and been aware of their sound and colour, this glensound is a hidden gem 

and honestly sounds as big and present as a vintage Neve and as sweet in its 

equalisation as a vintage API. 

I have located a beautiful studio in Sweden ( http://www.epidemin.se/?page_id=392 ) 
that uses this particular Glensound as their main desk. 

What has struck me the most is when you pass audio through its pres and start playing 

with the eq, its not only responsive in a musical way like a 5088 or vintage API, but 
its so easy to get to where you want as everything sounds already musical an mixed. 

This is probably my best blind purchase so far on a desk and this console is so 

portable that its a keeper forever. 

Any other users of this particular Glensound are welcome to share their opinion 

although i know there were not many made..” 

 

 

 

 

 

“Very rare vintage analogue Glensound mixing / summing desk console with mic pres and 

EQs. Similar to Neve and API. 

 

If you don’t know about Glensound, they are truly the unsung heroes of vintage 

consoles! With sound and build quality on par with vintage Neve, API etc, they seem to 

be something of a little known gem 

 

They are rare - I believe less than 5 of these were ever made. I’ve only ever seen one 

other for sale. Custom built for the BBC in the ‘70’s using only the highest quality 

components. Transformer balanced inputs on every channel. Extraordinary and unusual 

feature set and simply mind blowing sound quality. (I have over 25 years experience as 

a producer and sound engineer at a professional, commercial level and have owned and 

used a lot of very nice equipment over the years, I’m picky because my sound is 

important to me - so if I’m raving about a piece of gear, it’s got to be really damn 

good!). 

 

The first 4 channels are mono mic/line inputs with 3 band eq. The mic pre-amps have a 

huge 75dB of extremely clean gain and sound incredible, again - very similar to a 

vintage API. These channels have high and low shelving eq and a switchable, 4 

frequency mid band. 

 

The remaining 7 channels are all stereo line inputs - perfect for summing from your 

DAW. These too have the same equaliser section which is very musical sounding, has 

switchable frequency low shelf, 4 frequency mid and high shelf. All relevant controls 

have independent control for the left and right channel of every stereo channel strip 

- the ring being the left and the protruding pot being the right). One very unique 

feature of the stereo channels is that they have a ‘width’ control as well as a pan 

control. You can adjust each stereo channel from mono, to full stereo, to wide - 

beyond normal stereo, essentially a built in mid-sides matrix with an elegant width 

control. A very useful tool to have at the end of every stereo channel. 

PFL buttons on every channel too with full throw Penny and Giles faders throughout 

which are configured in the reverse direction where you pull the fader towards you to 

increase level and push away to turn down, when it’s at its farthest point, the fader 

engages a micro switch which mutes the channel. Beautiful! 

 

https://www.gearslutz.com/gear/neve/8068
https://www.gearslutz.com/board/gear.php?t=5088
https://www.gearslutz.com/gear/api-audio/2448
http://www.epidemin.se/?page_id=392
https://www.gearslutz.com/board/gear.php?t=5088


Phantom power is available on all 4 mic inputs, there are monitor sends and a stereo 

bus output. Along with direct outs from every channel - perfect for tracking. All 

individual ins and outs are on D-Sub connectors and I will include 2x D-sub to jack 

looms to get you going! The mic inputs are on standard XLRs as are the main and ‘cub’ 

outputs. 

 

There are also transport controls for remotely operating some kind of tape machine 

And an LED display which runs as a time counter whether connected to a tape machine or 

not. You could use it to time your sessions! 

 

The metering is also unusual in that each meter has two needle pointers offering 

mid-sides monitoring, which is switchable to various configurations. 

There’s also a built in talkback mic and test oscillator with several switchable 

frequency points. 

 

Finally, a built in bantam jack Patchbay comes complete with a big bunch of patch 

cords. 

Built like a tank from all metal construction, this is as heavy and chunky as a tank. 

Likely built for outside broadcast, under the front panel surface which is great for 

sitting a computer keyboard and mouse on, are enormous transformers, a switch for 

phantom power and headphone output with volume control. Also two hefty recessed metal 

handles for transporting - although I’d hardly call it portable by today’s standards! 

Lifting is a two man job. For this reason, collection in person would be advised. 

 

Summing wise, the sound is punchy, detailed, clean and warm. Everything you’d expect 

from a console which is absolutely in the same league as the big names like Neve etc - 

in fact many of the same components are used on every module (all channel and other 

modules are easily removable for servicing and cleaning - just slot in and have screws 

top and bottom to secure in place.” 

 

 

 

“The GSNT1 is one of the most high-end classic British consoles ever made. 

Compared by engineers and producers only to vintage NEVE and API modules when it comes 

to the preamp and equaliser section. The preamps and fat warm and very very musical, 

something between a vintage API 512 and an original NEVE 1073 The equaliser section is 

analytical and really adds musicality to the frequency separation and boosting, 

similar to transistor Pulteqs and vintage API eq's. Super quality components 

equivalent to 70's-80's high end manufacturer standards such as (SSL, NEVE, vintage 

API) 18 Channels. 4 mono 14 Stereo (with wide stereo option) Used by classical / jazz 

music top boutique studio in Sweden for tracking and summing all channels. Custom made 

by the Reamp techs, 24 channel Neutrik Loom for connecting the console. (patch to 

balanced jack) to use for your audio interfaces etc. Neve style sturdy faders and top 

class metering. All modules and channels are modular and come of, including all master 

section, oscillator etc.” 

 

 


